
Best Plywood for Furniture of India: A
Comprehensive Guide on Gurjone
Plywood.
When it comes to crafting high-quality furniture in India, choosing the right plywood is crucial.
Plywood serves as the backbone of furniture construction, and the type of plywood you select
can significantly impact the durability, aesthetics, and overall performance of your furniture
pieces. In this comprehensive guide, we will explore the best plywood for furniture of India
options available in India for crafting exceptional furniture. Whether you're a professional
furniture maker or a DIY enthusiast, this blog will provide valuable insights to help you make an
informed decision.

Understanding Plywood
Before delving into the best plywood for furniture of India, let's start by understanding what
plywood is and how it is made. Plywood is a composite material made from thin layers of wood
veneers, known as plies or laminae. These layers are bonded together using high-strength
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adhesive, with adjacent plies having their wood grain rotated perpendicular to each other. This
cross-grain construction imparts plywood with remarkable strength, stability, and resistance to
warping.

Benefits of Choosing Plywood
Choosing plywood offers numerous benefits, including exceptional strength, durability, and
water resistance. It is versatile, cost-effective, and easy to work with, making it suitable for
various applications in construction and furniture-making. Plywood's consistent and uniform
structure allows for precise measurements, while its environmental sustainability supports
responsible forestry practices. Additionally, plywood is resistant to pests, fungi, and fire. Its
lighter weight and dimensional stability further enhance its appeal as a reliable building material,
providing an excellent substrate for finishes and achieving aesthetically pleasing results.
Overall, plywood is a preferred choice for high-quality, long-lasting, and visually appealing
projects.

Factors to Consider When Choosing Plywood for Furniture
Before diving into the best plywood options, let's discuss the crucial factors that influence the
selection process:

Plywood Grade: Plywood is categorized into different grades based on its quality and intended
usage. The most common grades in India are MR (Moisture Resistant), BWR (Boiling Water
Resistant), and BWP (Boiling Water Proof). For furniture, BWP grade plywood is highly
recommended due to its maximum water resistance, making it suitable for areas with high
humidity or moisture exposure.

Plywood Thickness: The thickness of plywood significantly impacts the strength and stability of
furniture. Standard thicknesses range from 4mm to 25mm. Thicker plywood is preferred for
heavy furniture items or load-bearing parts, while thinner plywood can be used for paneling or
decorative elements.

Wood Species: Different wood species are used to manufacture plywood, including hardwood
(e.g., teak, oak) and softwood (e.g., pine, cedar). Hardwood plywood is more durable and
aesthetically pleasing but can be expensive. Softwood plywood is more affordable but may
require proper finishing to enhance its appearance.

Adhesive Used: The type of adhesive used to bond the veneers together is crucial for plywood
performance. The other reputable manufacturers generally use high-quality adhesives like
phenol formaldehyde or melamine formaldehyde for their BWP grade plywood, ensuring
exceptional water resistance and durability.



Brand Reputation: Opt for plywood from renowned brands that are known for adhering to
stringent quality standards and providing certifications for their products. Reputable brands often
subject their plywood to rigorous testing to meet industry norms and regulations.

Gurjone Ply's Product Line
They take pride in offering a range of premium plywood products that are well-suited for
furniture-making. Here are some of their top-quality plywood options:

Gold BWP Plywood: Gurjone Gold BWP plywood is crafted with precision to provide excellent
structural stability and moisture resistance, making it ideal for crafting durable and long-lasting
furniture. This plywood is made from carefully selected hardwood veneers, ensuring enhanced
performance.

Platinum BWP Plywood: Gurjone Platinum BWP plywood is designed to withstand varying
weather conditions, making it an excellent choice for both indoor and outdoor furniture projects.
It offers superior strength and durability, making it a reliable option for various furniture
applications.

Royale BWP Plywood: Gurjone Royale BWP plywood is engineered to meet the demanding
requirements of furniture makers. With its exceptional water resistance and stability, it is suitable
for crafting furniture that requires long-term performance.

Club BWP Plywood: Gurjone Club BWP plywood is a budget-friendly option without
compromising on quality. It is ideal for furniture projects where high performance and aesthetics
are desired within a reasonable budget.

Flexi BWP Plywood: Gurjone Flexi BWP plywood is flexible and versatile, making it suitable for
complex furniture designs that require bending or curving. Its superior glue strength ensures
that the furniture retains its shape and integrity over time.

Conclusion
Selecting the best plywood for furniture of India is essential for ensuring the longevity and
quality of your furniture pieces. Gurjone Ply, as one of the leading plywood manufacturers in
Yamunanagar, Haryana, offers a commendable range of BWP grade plywood options. Their
products, such as Gurjone Gold, Platinum, Royale, Club, and Flexi, are meticulously crafted to
provide exceptional water resistance, structural stability, and durability.

When choosing plywood for your furniture projects, consider factors like grade, thickness, wood
species, adhesive used, and brand reputation. By investing in high-quality plywood from
reputable manufacturers, you can create furniture that not only looks stunning but also stands
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the test of time. With their commitment to delivering world-class wood products, you can be
confident that your furniture projects will be backed by quality materials.
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